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Davison and Martinsons breathe some fresh air into the ‘Is Theory King’ debate that has enlivened JIT
of late (Avison and Malaurent 2014, Markus 2014, Lee 2014, Gregor 2014), by drawing our attention to
the important issue of context, and its relationship to theory. They make two major points; first, that
often IS researchers treat theories they use in a universalist manner – that is, the context and
boundary conditions of the theory being used is commonly ignored. Secondly, by taking a cultural view
of context, they make the compelling argument that, in an increasingly globalised world, that the
context of locally distinctive values and behaviours will become more important. They suggest two
prescriptions: first, that we avoid simplistic research and consider cultural and institutional constraints
as part of the research design process; second, that editors and reviewers consider that they have an
obligation to understand the context of the research they are evaluating. They then conclude with a
clarion call for a much more nuanced understanding of context and theory validation.
So, then, what are we to make of as a community this call to consider context? My first reaction, as a
grounded theorist, was to object to the idea of a dichotomy between universalism and particularism.
Surely, there are levels of theory, ranging from seed concepts to formal theory (Urquhart, Lehmann
and Myers 2010), as illustrated below. That said, one of the outcomes of the Is Theory King debate was
a view from Lee (2014) and Markus (2014) that, in our
discipline, that there is a lack of consensus as to what
More
theory actually is. So, while it is undoubtedly true that
Formal
Concepts
there is a rush to generalise to populations, rather than
to theory (Yin 1994), this call to consider context seems
TheorySubstantive
to be an aspect of the same problem. So, why does this
Scope
Focus
rush to universalism occur? Perhaps we overrate the
Bounded
idea of novelty and new contribution, and don’t think
Context
enough about justification and replication. In the rush to
Less
claim a contribution, and get published, there is the
Description Interpretation
Theory
More
Less
Degree of Conceptualisation
temptation to overclaim. We seem as researchers not to
see ourselves as part of a more unified theory building
effort, where we can apply a nascent theory to different settings with different boundary conditions.
I’ve examined the challenge of theory generalisation from a grounded theory standpoint in qualitative
research (Urquhart 2013). The founders of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) well
understood the issue of context, and how it relates to generalisation and abstraction. Their first
suggestion is the ‘rewrite’ method, where the theory is rewritten to omit specifics of the setting, to
make it more abstracted. This effectively strips away context, in pursuit of the very universalism that
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Davison and Martinsons object to. That said, they also make recommendations as to how to move
substantive theory to formal theory, by first minimising and maximising group differences, and also
considering the diversity or similarity of coded concepts within those groups. Eisenhardt (1989) also
suggests the use of like and unlike groups in theory building when using case studies.
What all these recommendations have in common is an acute understanding of different settings and
boundary conditions, and it seems odd that our discipline does not really discuss these issues in the
same way. We seem not to explicitly acknowledge that theory can shade from bounded contexts,
through to substantive theory (pertaining to the phenomena being studied) through to more formal
concepts. As a discipline, we seem not to include a consideration of what a theory is, its shape and
form, and its characteristics, in our research training of new researchers. We leave little room for our
research trainees to become ‘theoretically sensitive’ in Glaser’s (1978) terminology. Ideally our trainee
researchers should be taught to recognise the vast range of different theories that exist, how those
theories might describe relationships between constructs, and crucially, for what purpose theories
might be developed (Gregor 2006). Burton-Jones (2014) makes an excellent contribution to the IS
theory debate when he suggests moving away from ideas of process/variance theories towards
conceptual latitude and fit, and focusing on constructs and relationships.
I would heartily agree with Davison and Martinsons’ call for context to be explicitly considered in
research design, and for researchers to consider the scope of validity. Their final line is to me the most
compelling – ‘Theory can then be tested and validated in different contexts’. It would be tremendously
helpful if editors and reviewers helped authors to frame what theory building – or theory testing –
contribution they might be intending to make, and for those authors to seriously consider the scope of
their theory. These recommendations might help bring together the fragmented theory building effort
that seems to exist in our discipline currently.
Another key contribution of Davison and Martinsons’ article is their contention that consideration of
context becomes ever more important in an increasingly interconnected globalised world. They make
the point that the effectiveness of policies and practices depend on rigorous research in relevant
contexts, and that the impact of IT will often depend critically on the context. This has long been an
issue in ICT for development research. Walsham (2005) pointed out that ICTs were initially developed
in the rich countries of the world, so they reflect to some extent the cultures and lifestyles of those
countries. At worst then, we in the IS discipline can be guilty of an unthinking colonialism – which can
be obviated by care and attention to context. Their point about the role of language in ICTs is well
taken – while English is the ‘lingua franca’, they say this is a matter of convenience rather than genuine
linguistic convergence. The lingua franca can itself be seen as a tool for cultural dominance (Diaz
Andrade and Urquhart 2009), so we should all be sensitive to ICTs role in the world, given their
frequent transmission of Western assumptions and the English language. Davison and Martinsons are
to be thanked for their thoughtful and timely article, which helps us ponder better ways of
understanding the role of context, both in terms of theory scope, and the need to be sensitive to the
cultural settings we find ourselves researching in.
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